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1. INTRODUCTION 

The collisions of hadrons with atomic nuclei give rise to 
a great variety of secondary effects. The emission of nucleons 
from the target nuclei is one of the mostly general and fre
quently observed among the phenomena occuring, when high ener
gy hadrons - of ~inetic energies higher than the pion produc
tion threshold - are employed as projectiles. Events have been 
observed as well in which the nucleon emission occurs intensi
vely when particles are not produced in the collisions /11 ; 

such events seem to be reasonable to interpret as the passages 
of the incident hadrons through target nuclei. 

The emitted nucleons are "fast" - of kinetic energies from 
about 20 up to about 400 MeV; they are known as the g-track 
leaving particles. when fast protons are registered in nuclear 
emulsions I~ • Characteristics of the nucleon emission in the 
passages are practically the same as in the any-type hadron
-nucleus collisions. The number nN of nucleons emitted in a 
collision, or the so-called nucleon multiplicity nN' can ser
ve as a measure of the nucleon emission intensity. 

Despite many experimental studies of hadron-nucleus colli
sions, results of the analysis of the data on the passages of 
hadrons through nuclear matter have never been described wide
ly and clear er.ough; some preliminary experimental information 
about such kind of events is contained in our preprints and 
conference papers /3,4/. It could be obtained only in some to
tal experiment, when all collision reaction products, including 
neutral pions, are registered totally. Here. I would like to 
put on record results of our investigations of the passage pro
cess, and of a physical meaning of the nucleon emission inten
sity accompanying it. The passages of hadrons through nuclear 
matter are in an analogy with the passages of fast charged 
particles through a material and, may be, the observed nucleon 
emission accompanying them is a secondary effect caused by 
some process in nuclear matter which corresponds, in its rough 
similarity, to the particle energy loss process in materials. 

An understanding the hadron passage process through nuclear 
matter shall be of a great value for applications of the target 
nucleus as a fine detector of properties of the particle pro
duction process in its statu nascendi, when the production 
occurs in elementary hadron-nucleon collisions; it may throw 
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a light on the results obtained in experimental studies of 
the so-called highly excited states of nuclear matter, which 
can be produced, as it is believed, in hadron-nucleus and nucle
us-nucleus collisions, as well. 

Many works on the nucleon emission have been performed!5-8!, 
but presently there is no model which in a convincing manner 
can account for all data on nucleon emission intensity in terms 
of our knowledge of hadron-nucleon interactions and of nucleus 
structure - its size and nucleon density distribution in it. 
Some qualitatively new information about the nucleon emission 
process and its interpret~tion are highly desired, therefore. 

The aim of this work has been to gain insight in the physics 
of the hadron passage through nuclear matter and of the nucleon 
emission process accompanying it. 

On this way, firstly we have searched for collision events 
in which the nucleon emission process might manifest itself in 
its purest form - when other processes do not occur in them, 
as in the passages, for e~apmle; we have done it by xe
non bubble chambers in which pio mesons are tered excep
tionally effectively the 26 litre chamber of the Joint Insti
tute for Nuclear Reasearch, Dubna and the 180 litre chamber of 
the Moscow Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics. 
Secondly, we have analysed in detail the events found and sing
led out such of them in which the particle production in fact 
does not occur. Thirdly, we have obtained characteristics of 
the nucleon emissio~ process in such events and compared them 
with corresponding characteristics of the nucleon emission 
process in collisions in which particles are produced, using 
the data obtained by means of the same chambers. Fourthly, we 
attempted to find some relations between the nucleon emission 
intensities and the target nucleus size and nucleon density 
distribution in it. 

The present paper is arranged as follows: After the introduc
tion, in section I, in section 2 we describe shortly the method 
applied. Section 3 contains the presentation of appropriate 
experimental data, which are analysed later, in section 4. Sec
tion 5, in which we present our conclusions and remarks, closes 
the paper. 

2. METHOD 

The method bases on simple finding that the special class 
of hadron-nucleus collision events can be identified experimpn
tally and out - in which incident hadron passes through 
the target nucleus accompanied by intensive nucleon emission 
without causing ection of produced particles, of the pions 
in particular. Such events can be found in some "total" experi-· 

ment - when all the collision reaction products are registered 
and identified. The 180 li~re xenon bubble chamber provides 
practically such conditions for the registration and identifi
cation of the products of the hadron-xenon nucleus collisions 
as desired. This chamber is of the dimensions 103x44x40 cm a, 
and it was exposed to hadron beams along its length. Collisions 
of the beam hadrons with Xe nuclei are accepted for further 
analysis, if are recorded in the chamber central fiducial re
gion of 40xlOxl0 cma, centered coaxially in it. 

Particle tracks of the length larger than nearly 5 mm are 
visible well and detectable with the constant efficiency which 
is close to 100%. To this minimum length there corresponds the 
minimum energy of the registered protons of nearly 20 MeV and 
of the registered charged pions of 10 MeV. Shorter tracks are 
visible as well, but in this case the detection efficiency is 
not constant. The emitted protons with kinetic energies from 
nearly 20 up to nearly 200 MeV, the secondary pions: the ne
gatively charged with kinetic energy from near1y 10 up to near

100 MeV, positively charged with the energy from 0 up to 
100 MeV stopping within the chamber, and the neutral pions 
with any kinetic energy over 0 MeV, including 0 MeV, are re
corded and identified with the efficiency near to 100% within 
the total solid angle 4Pi; the kinetic energy of the protons 
emitted forward and backward from the center of the chamber 
within the 60 degree cone and stopping inside the chamber is 
no more that nearly 350 MeV. 

We are able, therefore, to select pion-xenon nucleus colli
sions in which incident pion passes through the target nucleus 
or it is absorbed in it without caus particle production, 
without ejection of the produced pions in particular. In fact, 
in such events only pions absorbed inside the target nucleus 
may be produced, if any. The "absorptions" are special cases 
of the "passages" - when incident hadrons stop inside the tar.,. 
get nuclei; we will call such events "stoppings" later on, they 
can occur at projectile energies smaller than a few GeV only, 
as it was proved experimentally. 

According to the scanning and selection criteria, the emit
ted fast protons stopped inside the chamber were recognized as 
particles leaving the characteristic straight tracks ended 
inside the chamber; any sharp change of a track - a sharp de
flection or a branching at its end were accepted as indications 
that the track leaving particle be not the proton. It 
was estimated that the number of fast protons emitted from 
points located near to the chamber center and having left the 
chamber or forming the deflected or branched tracks is no more 
than about 10% of the total number of the proton tracks regi
stered. The rest of the tracks, qualified as the non-proton 
tracks are accepted as the tracks left by charged pions; the 
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positively charged pions stopped inside the chamber are iden
tifiable in it, because they decay into simply recognizable 
positons, even if their kinetic energy equals O. Neutral pions. 
eta and omega mesons decaying via neutral channels are detec
table by registration of the gammas from the neutral pions 
decays and from radiative decays with an efficiency near to 
100%. 

The events which could imitate the stoppings and passages 
are mainly those in which one neutral pion is produced and it 
is not recorded in the chamber; in the rest of cases, when mo
re than one neutral pion or two, four, or six charged pions are 
produced the events cannot be wrongly qualified as that without 
pion production, because it is practically impossible to lose 
all of the gammas from decays more than one neutral pion, and 
among the charged pions at least the positively charged are 
always detectable. The estimation of the number of events qua
lified wrongly is performed using the data on neutral pion 
production in the total sample of the any-type collisions. Na
mely, in the total sample of the any-type pion-xenon nucleus 
collisions N = 239 events with one PiO are found; the number 
of the wrong events might be then N· (1 - (2) = 1.52, where ( 
= 0.92 is the detection efficiency of a gamma quantum from piO 
decays. The percentage in question is then 0.03%, for pion
-xenon collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum. 

Additional source of events which may be recognized wrongly 
as those without particle production is the generation of the 
V-shaped track leaving particles, mainly the lambdas and the 
KO mesons, escaping the chamber. For estimation of the percen
tage of the false events, data on the V-particle production in 
the xenon bubble chambers were applied; estimation gives the 
value 0.16% of events which could contain V-particles and imi
tate the events without particle production. 

Some number of the straight line tracks of the particles 
stopped within the chamber are recognized, according to the 
scanning and selection criteria, as the proton tracks can be 
in fact tracks left by "slow" Pi- mesons of kinetic energies 
smaller than about 120 MeV. In our experiment. when as projec
tiles the negatively charged pions are employed, production of 
the pi- mesons should be accompanied by Pi+ meson, which is 
detectable directly and simply when of kinetic energy higher 
than 0 MeV or equal to 0 MeV. In other words, the persentage 
of the wrong events without particle production is practically 
0%. 

The maximum percentage of the total number of "wrong" events 
without particle production is about 0.2%; it means that among 
the total number 6301 events of the any-type pion-xenon nucleus 
collisions used for the analysis only 12 events may be recogni

zed wrongly as the stoppings or as the passages of the incident 
hadrons through the xenon,target nucleus accompanied by nucle
on emission but without causing the particle production. 

The photographs of the chamber, exposed to negatively char
ged pion beam from the ITEPh accelerator, at 3.5 GeV/c momen
tum, were scanned and rescanned for pion-xenon nucleus colli
sions of the type 
11- + Xe ....... np + f 


(1) 

and 

11 + Xe -> np + 11- + f (2) 

which occur within the fiducial central region; np = 0, 1, 2, 
3•... denotes the number of the emitted fast protons and f de
notes residual nuclear fragments. 

Any sharp change on the straight-line track left by any 
beam pion was considered to be an indication that this pion 
suffers an interaction with the target nucleus; the end- or 
deflection-point of any beam pion track was accepted to be 
the point of impact. We were able to detect the collision 
events in which the incident pion track ends off or deflects 
at an angle of no less than 2 degrees. accompanied or not by 
any number of the proton tracks outgoing from the interaction 
place. 

In any of the events the deflection angle 0
11 

of the inci
dent pion track. the number np of the protons emitted. the emis
sion angle Op and the azimuth angle 4>p , the kinetic energy 
E kp , the longitudinal momentum PLp ' and the transverse momen
tum P Tp of each of the protons emItted were determined. The 
accuracy in measuring the pion deflection angle is about 1 de
gree; the accuracy in measuring the proton emission angle is 
about 3 degrees, on the average. Energies of the protons were 
measured, using the range-energy relation, with an accuracy 
of about 4%. The number Dp of the proton tracks, corresponding 
to the proton kinetic energy larger than about 20 MeV, was de
termined with a constant detection efficiency close 100%. 

3. EXPERIMEl:ITAL DATA 

The data, set forth below, are obtained in the analysis of 
972 events of the kind in question (I) and (2) singled out in 
the scanning of about 150 000 chamber stereophotographs. Syste
matical scanning of some part of the photographs for any-type 
pion-xenon nucleus collision events, with and without particle 
production, shows that a sample of 6301 such collisions at 
3.5 GeV/c momentum contains 848 events without particle pro
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duction; 78 of them are such in which incident pion is absor
bed in the target nucleus" in 588 events incident pion deflec
tion is observed, and in 182 events incident pion charge exchan
ge is registered. Thus, the pion passage through the target nu
cleus without causing particle production occurs in (10.6+0.5)% 
of all the pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum. 
This percentage is by much than the percentage of the 
events which may be accepted wrongly as the passage of the 
incident pion through nuclear matter without causing particle 
production, which is 0.2% as determined in section 2. 

It can be concluded, therefore, that the passage of the in
cident hadrons through massive xenon target nuclei is observed 
evidently in it$ pure form; in passing through nuclear matter 
the hadron cauSeS intensive emission of the observed fast pro
tons, reasonable to think that fast neutrons are emitted inten
sively as well, but they are not registered effectively enough 

in the chamber. This could 
not be done in other experi
ments where all neutral me
sons and other neutral parti 
cles produced were not obser
ved effectively enough. In 
fig.l, one of such "passage 
events" tered in the 
180 litre chamber is presen
ted. 

Table I contains the pro
ton multiplicity np distribu
tions, N(np) in: a) the samp
le of any-type collisions 
when the multiplicity of the 
secondary pions of any elect
ric charge is nIT ~ 0; b) the 
sample of collisions without 

" 1. The inci
dent tar
get nucleus. 
ted firstly in collisin lJith 
a xenon mw leus traversed the 
next nucleus accompanied by 
nucleon emission and then in
teracted with the third nucle

and left it; tracks the 
potons are visi

well- in the second and i 
third interactions. 
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particle production - when incident pion traverses the target 
nucleus or it is absorbed in it in accompaniment by the nucle
on emission; c) the sample of collisions without particle pro
duction - when incident pion traverses the target nucleus ac
companied by nucleon emission; d) the sample of events in which 
the incident negatively charged pion suffered the absorption 
inside the target nucleus. Events of the kind as in c) and 
are in result of the reactions (2) and (1) correspondingly, 
and they are of special interest in this paper. The distribu
tions c) and d) are taken directly from the scanning and some 
number of the events of the type c) could be classified wrongly 
as that of the type d) and vice versa. Additional analys of 
the data allowed to introduce appropriate corrections and to 
obtain the proton multiplicity whic.h can be treated as th(~ true 
one. About the corrections applied we discuss shortly latEer, 
in the last section. 

In fig.2, the corrected proton l!lultiplicity distributiqns 
are shown, in the samples of events of the type (1) and (2). 
The distributiqns are different, and they differ from the dis
tribution for c,l.ny-type events shown in fig.3; the mean proton 
multiplicity in the any-type events is < np > = 3.20!0.01. 
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F-Zg.2. Froton multiplicity np distributions in the 
pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum 
in which incident pion is absorbed inside the target 
nucleus (full circles) or traverses it (empty circ
les) without particle production; left side - expe
rimental data, right side - predictions given by for
mulaspresented in section 4. 
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Fig. :3. Froton muUipUci ty n p 

distribution P(n p ) in the to
tal sample of the pion-xenon 
nucleus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c 
momentvm; full circles - expe
rimental data, over 19000 pro
tons aro d1:stributed from 6301 
coUisioh events any type;empty 
circles - prediction given by 
formula (5). 

The distribution for the 
stoppings is almost symmetri
cal relatively to the mean pro
ton multiplicity <np > = 7.4 ! 
+ 0.3. It is reasonable to 
treat the events as such in 

which the projectiles felon the target nucleus parallelly to 
its diameter at the impact parameter short enough, when the 
nuclear matter layer thickness is sufficien~ly large; at 
3.5 GeV/c such events occur in about 2% of the any-type colli
sions. Then, the passages happen when collisions are at longer 
impact parameters - when the nuclear matter layer thicknesses 
are smaller. 

The occurence of the stoppings depends on the incident pion 
energy. In scanning of photographs of the 26 litre xenon bubble 
chamber we obtained that at 2.34 GeV/c momentum of the incident 
pions stoppings are in about 12% of the any-type collision 
events at 5 and at 9 GeV/c the percentage is practically O. It 
leads to the conclusion that some range-energy relation exists 
for hadrons in nuclear matter; at 3.5 GeV/c this range for the 
incident pions is as approximately large as the target xenon 
nucleus diameter is. 

In both the cases under discussion intensive emission of 
fast protons is observed, the mean number of the emitted pro
tons in the events without particle production at 3.5 GeV/c is

:J <np>= 3.31!0.26. Similar emission occurs in the any-type col
lision events, when particles are produced in more than about 
90% of the events. The comparison of characteristics of the 
proton emission: of the momentum spectra and angular distribu
tions in various samples of events presented in Table I as a). 
b), c), and d) samples should throw a light on the emission 
and, may be, on its relation to the nucleon density and elect
ric charge distributions within the target nucleus. 

In figs. 4 - 6, the transverse momentum spectra, the longi
tudinal momentum spectra, and the angular distributions of the 
emitted protons in various samples of events are shown. The 
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Fig. 5. Longitudinal momentum i§ 
Fig.4. Tpansvepse momentum PTp PLp distpibutions N(PLi of - L:N= 1525distpibutions N (P Tp ) ppo the fast protons emitte in' ~~ - !N= 18:1lltons emitted in vapious clas vapious samples of pion-xe- O.! 2 

ses of the pion-xenon nucleus non nucleus collisions at 
collisions at 3.5 GeV/c momen 3.5 GeV/c momentum. Denota
tum: n TT- ~ 1 - events without tions used as in fig.4. 
papticle ppoduction when the 
ppojectile tpavepses the tap
get nucleus OP it is absopbed .. 	 -I 0 ·1in ± = a - events wi th cos 

out papticle 
nTT 

ppoduction when , 02fN(~p) 
the ppojectile is absopbed in -nll-~ I L:N- 2973 - LN= 682r;'side the target nucleus; nIT f ~ " 	 0,1 - L:N-18351Z a - any-type collision events. - n.,,~; 0 :LN= 18351 
l: N - numbep of ppotons in a 
histogrum. 

spectra are practically the 
same. It indicates that the 0,_: LLL LJ 

proton emission proceeds in o +1 
cos ~rthe same manner when the pro LllUljllJ:w.J!!IIJ 

jectile traverses the target -600 0 + 600 PcP MeV 

Frp C 

p.r t1N pion is absorbed inside the 
c tapget nucleus, histogpam 7 

Suppose to be true our conclusion, formulated in section 3, below; In the sample of any-
that stoppings in pion-xenon nucleus collisions at 3.5 GeV/c type collisions - histogpams 2. l: N - nUl1Jbf;Y' oj' ~',; ,;': 
momentum correspond to the passage of incident pion through class of events. 
nuclear matter layer as thick as the maximum thickness Arnax 

of the target 	nucleus is. Let, for convenience, express this termined for a nucleus using the known nucleon density distri 
thickness in nucleons per some area S units (nucl/S). The bution in nuclei, for example - the Fermi distribution /9 

! 

thickness can be expressed in protons per S units as well, Similarly, the mean thickness <A> of the target nucleus, in 
(prot/S), because in average the proton-nucleon rario is al  (nucl/S) or in (prot/S), can be determined, and the distribu
most as large/9.101 as Z/A, where Z and A are the charge and tion W[ A (b ) J of thicknesses A(b) in (nuc1/S) corresT)ond i n~> 
mass numbers of the target nucleus. The thickness can be de-

nucleus without particle pro 0.2 
duction or when the particle 
production occurs. Reasonable N:~) 
to extrapolate this indica -n,.~ 0 

=~ IN =1&351 
~7 

<i-

0.1 

600 900 n .t1!tY tion on the neutron emission 
as well, or on all the nucle- r1,.t ;> 0 
ons as a whole. In the classes 
of events without particle 

production the nucleon emission is observed in its purest sort. 
Let us analyse, in the next section, the experimental facts 

presented here. 

4. DATA ANALYSIS 	 ~. o + 600 

c 

Fig. 6. Proton emission angle 
vp distpibutions in pion-xe

EN = 682. non nucleus collisions at 
3.5 GeV/c momentum:'In the 

LN=I~ 	 sample of collision events 
without papticle production, 
when incident pion is abso~
bed inside the tapget nucleus 
OP has tpaversed it - histo
gpam 1, over; In the sample 
of events without papticle 
ppoduction, when incident 
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to various distances b from the target nucleus center can 

be calculated this way. As the S value it is reasonably to Table 2. 

apply S = I1D; = 10.3 fm2, where Do is the nucleon diameter. 
 Mean multiplioities of fast p!'otons <np > emitted

For the xenon target nucleus, the calculations give: Amax in had!'on-nuoleus oollisions at va!'ious ene!'gies:= 18.66 (nuel/S) or Arnax = 7.69 (prot/S); <A >= 8.S2 (nucl/S) expe!'imental data and p!'ediotions by fo!'mula (3) 
or <A > = 3.SI (prot/S). 

Comparisons of the values calculated with correspondine 
data obtained experimentally lead to the conclusion that: Reaction Energy GeV < n > experiment & ref. <n > calc.
a) The mean multiplicity of the emitted protons <np> = 7.4!0.3 p p 
in the stoppings at 3.S GeV/c momentum equals the calculated 

~number of the protons np = 7.7 contained within the cylindri pi + Xe 3.S 3.20 + 0.01 /3/ 3.19 
cal volume Amax' S '" D· S centered on the nucleus diameter D :,: pi + Em 60 2.04 :;: 0.12 /5/ 2.99 * = Arnall' b) The mean multiplicity ejf the emitted protons <np > 1.90 ** 
= 3.31+0.26, in the total sample of; the events without partic pi + Em 200 2.17 + 0.10 lSi 2.62 * 
le production, is almost the same as the number of protons 1.87 ** 
<A>'S= 3.51 contained within the volume <A>'S centered on Pi+ + Al 2S0 1.2 :!: 0.1 /6/ 1.23 
the mean path of the incident pions in nuclear matter; this Pi+ + Au 250 3.7 :!: 0.3 /6/ 3.71 
mean path corresponds to the mean nuclear matter layer thick K+ + Al 2S0 1.2 :!: 0.06 /6/ 1.09 
ness < A> (prot/S) in the xenon target nucleus. K+ + Au 250 3.3 :!: 0.2 /6/ 3.S4 

The finding presented above leads obviously to simple re p + Em 6.2 3.58 !: 0.11 /13/ 3.01 * lation between the mean !11ultiplicity < np> of the emitted fa!)t p + Em 22.5 3.38 + 0.14 /13/ 2.99 * 
protons and the nuclear matter layer mean thickness <A>(nucl/S) p + Em 67 2.66 + 0.12 /5/ 2.99 * 
involved in the collisions: p + Em 200 2.61 :; 0.18 lSI 2.99 * <A> 2.26 ** Z A p + Em 300 2.60 + 0.2 /8/ 2.83< np > = A < A> . S(l - e t). (3) * 

p + Em 400 2.90 :; 0.2 /8/ 2.8S * p + Em 2000 2.62 :; O.SO lSi 3.03where At = l!u t is the hadron mean free path in (nucl/S), O't * 
is the total hadron-nucleon cross-section in (S/nucl). For 

2.29 ** p + Em 3S00 2.6 + O.S 17/ 3.03the events without particle production at 3.S GeV/c momentum, 2.29 * 

the experimentally obtained value <np > = 3.31~0.26 and cor ** 

responding calculated value of the multiplicity is <np > = 3.19, 

as given by formula (3). 
 In oaloulations, using formula (3), following quantities we!'eIn searching for effects of the particle production process used: < A > in p!'otlS f!'om oU!' wo!'k /14/ ; At 10.310't whe!'e on the nucleon emission process/ll.1~ , it has been found that 

0' t in fm 2 is f!'orn pp o!' Pip !'eaotions given in Rev. of Pa!'tiothe particle production does not effect on the nucleon emis ... le Prope!'ties /15/ ; fo!' emulsions the mean values fo!' the oha!'sion at any energy of the incident hadrons; at energies higher 
ge and mass numbe!'s a!'e .<A> =66.6 and .<Z> 2.93. * - oalthan a few GeV it is seen simply - the mean multiplicities of , 
oulations fo!' AgB!' oomposition, ** - fo!' the "ave!'age ll emulsion.the emitted fast protons are almost energy-independent, for 


example. It leads to the conclusion that formula (3) may be ... 

applicable for any-type collisions. Simple comparison of pre

dictions of this formula with corresponding experimental data describes it quantitatively/81 , where D = Arnall is il1 (nucl/S), 


nshows that it is the case, Table II. for the xenon nucleus D .. 18.58 (nucl/S); CD~ [nN!}!
In attempts to describe the proton multiplicity distribu ![n !(nN- n )1] and nN"" DS= ArnaxS 'X 2 - test shows thattion N(n p ) in the stoppings, fig.2, we found that the binomial the pdistributions, the experimentally obtained N(np) ~nd thedistribution: P(np) given by formula (4), are practically the same /31. ' 

Z DS- np
P(Dp) .. c~s ( ~ )np (1 -) (4) Physically, it means that in traversing the target nucleus 

A along its diameter D the hadron meets always nN'" DS = const 
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nucleons around its course and among the nucleons met the 
number np' of the protons fluctuates; the maximum value of the 
probability P(np) to meet np protons lies at the proton multi

I , , , 1 Z Z 1 Z Z
P 1C1ty np 1nterva nNA + A - ~ np :s nN A + A' 

Reasonably to suppose that such charge flucLuations occur 
around any path of a hadron in nuclear matter, and the distri
bution W[A(b)S] ~ W(A S) of the nuclear matter thicknesses 
A(b) ~ A (nucl/S) in a target nucleus corresponds to the dis
tribution N(n N ) of the nucleon multiplicities nN in collisi
ons of hadrons with this target nucleus. The distribution 
W(A S) = W(nN) can be evaluated from the Fermi nucleon density 
distribution as well. 

Then, formula for the proton multiplicity distribution in 
any-type hadron-nucleus collisions will be obviously: 

nNnN= os 
n t fip Z fip fiN - fi

N(n ) k I. W(n )(1 e ) C ( ' ) (1 Z ' p (S)p N fiN -A - A)
fiN=AS= 1 

for np = 0, I, 2, 3, ... , DS; nN 2 n ' = At S , where A is
D 

n t 
expressed in (nucl/S), and At= Vat '. at in (S/nucl). This for
mula contains the A-dependence of N(np) because W(nN)=W(AS) 
depends on A, it contians the energy- and hadron identity-de
pendence as well, because at is dependent on the hadron ener
gy and identity. The formula can be applied without any limi
tation at energies over a few GeV, at lower energies absorp
tion of hadrons inside target nuclei should be taken into 
account in calculations of the distribution W(nN) =W(AS). k
the normalization coefficient. 

Comparisons of the distributions given by formula (S) with 
corresponding distributions obtained experimentally for pion
kaon-, and proton-nucleus collisions at energies from 3.S GeV 
up to 400 GeV show that formula (S) describes experimental da
ta well enough. As an example, comparison of the proton multi
plicity distribution obtained experimentally for the pion-xe
non nucleus collisions at 3.S GeV/c momentum with the multi
plicity distribution given by formula (S) is presented in fi~.3. 

What is remarcable in formulas (4) and (S).is that they do 
not contain any free parameters! 

The results presented in this section indicate that in ana
lysing the proton emission only, an informatioh about the nuc
leon emission as a whole is obtained as well. 

... 
r 

... 

S. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS , 

A short conclusion review may be useful and give a summary 
of this work. 

I) Hadrons can traverse nuclei without causing the particle 
production; the passage is accompanied by fast nucleon emis
sion in a strictly definite manner. 

2) The nucleon emission in the collisions without particle 
production proceeds in the same manner as the emission in any
type collisions. 

3) Hadrons, in their passages through nuclear matter, see 
the nucleon density distribution as stable in which the proton
nucleon ratio fluctuates in definite manner, as it expresses 
formula (4). 

4) Nucleon emission intensity is determined by the target 
nucleus geometry - by the target nucleus size and nucleon den
sity distribution in it. 

S) Hadrons lose their energy in passing through nuclear 
matter, the nucleon emission may be the observable phenomenon 
related to the energy loss. 

The findings presented in this paper are of valuable metho
cal nature: 

a) The nucleon emission process may be underlain as a phy
sical basis for an application of the massive target nucleus 
as a fine detector of properties of the particle production 
process in statu nascendi. 

b) The target nucleus can be applied in various experiments 
as a nuclear matter slab or foil, similarly as metallic foils 
were applied in Rutherford and Marsden experiments. 

c) In experiments, when fast neutrons and protons are total
ly registered in hadron-nucleus collisions, the nuclear matter 
layer thickness A (nucl/S) involved in a collision is always 
determined - the number nN of nucleons observed corresponds 
to the A thickness as AS = nN , 

Conclusions on the size and shape of the regions in which 
reactions leading to the nucleon emission occur can be dedu
ced from the data obtained as well. The reactions happen along 
the incident hadron course, and nucleons are emitted from the 
region of the volume AS fm 3 inside the target nucleus, cen
tered on the hadron path A fm in it. 

This work was performed in collaboration with Institute of 
Physics of the Warsaw Technical University, within the frame
work of the Problem of Fundamental Research, in the part con
cerning the studies of hadron-nucleus collisions at high ener
gies: Program CPBP-OI.09. 
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CTpyraJIbCKHH 3. El-86-579 
HcnycKaHHe HyKnOHOB npH nppHHKHOBeHHH 
agpoHoa qepes HApa-MHmeHH 

HsyqaeTCR HcnycKaHHe HYKnoHoB~ B qaCTHOC~ npoToHoB, c 
HAep MHmeHeA, KOTopoe npOHCXOAHT, KorAa agPOHhl npOHHK~T qe
pes HApa. Ha5nroAa~TcH npOHHKHoBeHHH aApOHOB qepes HApa KceHO
Ha; aAPOHY, npOHHKaH qepes HAepHyro KaTepuro npHBOAHT K nOKBne
HHJI} HHTeHCHBHoro HcnycKaHHH HyJenoHoB, B qaCTHOCTH - 05h1'lHO 
Ha5nIDAaeMYX npoToHoB. HcnycKaHHe HYKnoHoB npOTeKaeT TaK ~e, 
KaK B C05~THKX. rAe po~ruoTCH qaCTHQ~,H B C05~THHX 5es po~e
HHK qaCTHQ. npHBeAeHhl 3HepreTHqeCKKe cneKTp~ H yrnoB~e pac
npeAen:eHHK npoTOHOB. HcnycKaeMYX B pasHbtll: Knaccax C05bITHA. 

Pa50Ta B~nonHeHa B na50paTopHH B~COKHX 3HeprHH OHHH. 

Coo6WeHBe O61.eAHHeHHoro IUlClHTyra flJJ.eplll>lx Hccne,t\OIWlHii. JlyfiHa 1986 

Strugalski z. EI-86-579 
Nucleon Emission from Target Nuclei 
which Occurs when Hadrons Traverse Them 

Emission of fast nucleons, of fast protons in particular, 
from target nuclei which occurs when hadrons traverse them 
is studied. The passages of hadrons through massive xenon 
nuclei are observed. hadrons, in passing through nuclear mat-' 
ter, cause intensive emission of fast nucleons, in particular 
of fast protons observed usually. The nucleon emission in the 
passages proceeds in the same manner as in events in which 
particles are produced. Formulas proposed for description of 
the proton intensity distribution are tested experimentally. 
Energy spectra and angular distributions of the protons in 
various classes of pion-xenon nucleus collisions are compared 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies. JINR. 
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